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FROM THE DIRECTOR

I started writing this play over a year ago. I started alone, in my bedroom, on my computer. I knew eventually more people would get involved. Stage Manager. Cast. Designers. People. I knew I’d have some eventually, but I didn’t put much stock in them at the time. I had a script to write, dammit!

Fast-forward to now. Player King is happening, you are here, and I have come to realize just how important all those other people are. Every single day of this process we collaborated, discussed, disagreed, and laughed like mad. These past few weeks have been the most therapeutic of my life, and it’s all because of the people with whom I’ve shared it. These people have toiled and pushed themselves beyond all human comprehension, diving into a text and world of characters never before explored, all in the name of creating something bigger than their individual selves. They should all be canonized saints in my opinion.

I suppose art imitates life, because, as you’ll soon see, Player King is all about the beauty and power of collaboration. This is a show about human connections, about love and respect and admiration, about the sense of self in the face of social norms. It’s about dreamers who want more.

The point is, if Player King leaves you with one thing, let it be this: life is better with like-minded people by your side. Work with the people you admire. Communicate, openly. Laugh when things are funny. Laugh when things are ridiculous. Laugh when you don’t have any other options—at least you’ll be smiling, no matter what else. Tell the people you love that you love them. Now. That’s more than one thing, yeah, but you can pick your favorite.

A lot of us are graduating soon, leaving behind our present stability for whatever the future holds. But we will always have each other, or at least, others. Of this, I am positive.

Thank you for sharing your night with us! Please enjoy the show!
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